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The Debate About Rewards and Intrinsic
Motivation: Protests and Accusations Do Not
Alter the Results
Judy Cameron and W. David Pierce
University of Alberta
A prevailing view in education and socialpsychology is that rewards decrease
a person's intrinsic motivation. However, our meta-analysis (Cameron &
Pierce, 1994) of approximately 100 studies does not support thisposition. The
only negative effect of reward occurs under a highly restricted set of conditions, circumstances that are easily avoided. These results have not been well
received by those who argue that rewards produce negative effects under a
wide range of conditions. Lepper, Keavney, and Drake (1996), Ryan andDeci
(1996), and Kohn (1996) have suggested that the questions asked in our metaanalysis were inappropriate, that critical studies were excluded, that important negative effects were not detected, and that the techniques used in our
meta-analysis were unsuitable. In this response, we show that the questions
we asked are fundamental and that our meta-analytic techniques are appropriate, robust, and statistically correct. In sum, the results and conclusions
of our meta-analysis are not altered by our critics' protests and accusations.

Ourresearch(Cameron& Pierce, 1994) has clearlytoucheda nerve.The results
of our meta-analysisindicate that rewardscan be used effectively to enhance or
maintainan individual's intrinsic interest in activities. These findings are challenging to those who espouse the view thatrewardsand reinforcementare generally detrimentalto a person's intrinsicmotivation.Ourarticlehas drawncriticism
because the datafrom approximately100 experimentsshow thatthereis only one
small negative effect of reward,an effect that is highly circumscribedand easily
avoided. This finding is disconcerting to those who contend that the negative
effects of rewardare substantial,generalizedand occur across many conditions.
Our analysis of 20 years of research is the most extensive review of the
literatureon rewardsandintrinsicmotivationto date.Because of its thoroughness,
the data, analysis, and conclusions must be taken seriously. Faced with the
evidence, researcherswho have argued that rewards produce harmful effects
under a wide range of conditions are put in a difficult position. One option they
can take is to reanalyze the data in an attemptto show that rewardshave strong
negative effects on intrinsic motivation. Our data are readily available for additional analyses, and our proceduresare clearly outlined in the original article.
Failing this option, a second strategyis to suggest thatthe findings are invalid due
to intentionalbias, deliberatemisrepresentation,and inept analysis. Our critics
have chosen the second strategy.
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Lepper,Keavney, and Drake (1996); Ryan and Deci (1996); and Kohn (1996)
have responded to the results of our meta-analysis by accusing us of asking
inappropriatequestions, omitting importantmoderatorvariables,excluding critical experiments,and contradictingother reviews on the topic. In addition, they
criticize our meta-analyticproceduresand decisions as flawed.
In responseto these criticisms,we show that all relevantstudies were included
in our analyses and thatthe questions and rewardconditionswe assessed expand
on previous reviews to provide a more comprehensivepicture of the effects of
rewardson intrinsicmotivation.We answerthe statisticalconcernsof our critics
and show thatour analysis is appropriate,accurate,and robust.Most importantly,
we show that none of the objections raised by our critics negates our findings.
The results and conclusions of our meta-analysisremainimportant,especially
for those involved in education and other applied settings. An issue of prime
concern to educators is how to use rewards effectively to promote learning
withoutdisruptingstudents'intrinsicinterest.Contraryto Ryan andDeci's (1996)
claim thatour "theoreticalposition acknowledgedno conditionsunderwhich one
should expect negative effects" (p. 33), our results provide importantclarifications about the conditions under which rewards produce positive or negative
effects on intrinsicmotivation.Of primaryimportancein classroom situationsis
the finding that rewardscan be used to maintainor enhance students' intrinsic
interestin schoolwork.Verbalpraiseandperformancefeedbackincreasethe value
of an activity. When tangible rewardsare offered contingenton level of performance or are given unexpectedly,studentsremainmotivatedin the subject area.
A slight negative effect can be expected when a teacheroffers a tangible reward
withoutregardto the students'level of performance.Underthis condition, when
the rewards are withdrawn,students will continue to like their schoolwork as
much as others,but they may spend slightly less time on it in a free period. This
negativeeffect can be easily preventedby offering studentsrewardsfor successful
solution of problems, completion of work, or for attaining specified levels of
performanceon particulartasks.The point is thatteacherscan rewardthe level and
quality of students' work without disruptingmotivationand interestin learning.
These conclusions are not alteredby the commentsof Kohn, Ryan and Deci, and
Lepperet al.
In the following commentarywe addressour critics' concerns.Ourresponseis
organizedin two sections; the first deals with the general issues that have been
raisedby our critics, and in the second we focus on specific statisticalcriticisms.
General Issues
The Overall Question
One issue of contention involves our decision to begin our meta-analysisby
investigating the overall effect of rewardon intrinsic motivation (overall effect
hypothesis).Lepperand his colleagues state that "to ask aboutthe 'overall' or 'in
general' effects of rewardsor reinforcersis to pose a fundamentallymeaningless
question"(p. 7). They arguethatthe questionis senseless and misleading,a view
echoed by Kohn and by Ryan and Deci.
We maintainthatthe overall effect hypothesisis centralto an understandingof
this area of research. One reason is practical. Many educators, parents, and
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administratorshave adopted Kohn's (1993) position that overall, rewards and
incentive systems are harmful. In the present context, this stance means that
rewardsnegatively affect students' intrinsicinterest,a question of overall effect.
Othersinvolved in educationare still open to the possibility that rewardsmay be
beneficial. A classroom teacherwho wishes to implementan incentive system is
first of all interestedin whether rewardsdisruptintrinsic interest in the subject
matter. Of course, it may be advantageous to target particularsubgroups or
implementadditionalmeasures,but the questionof the overall effect of rewardis
crucial to one's teaching strategy.
Anotherreasonto addressthe main effect hypothesisis thatacademicjournals,
introductorytextbooks, newspapers,and some of our critics continue to point to
the overall negative or harmfuleffects of rewardand reinforcement.In a prominent scientificjournal,Nature, we learnthat "it has been repeatedlyshown thatif
people arerewardedfor performinga task they find intrinsicallypleasurable,they
do it less, not more"(Sutherland,1993, p. 767). A majorintroductorypsychology
textbook informs us that
whenan extrinsicrewardis given, the motivationbecomesextrinsicandthe
task itself is enjoyedless. When the extrinsicrewardsare withdrawn,the
activityloses its materialvalue.... Themoralis:A rewarda daymakeswork
out of play. (Zimbardo,1992, p. 454, italics in the original)
Even in this issue of Review of EducationalResearch, Kohn assertsthat "thereis
more than adequatejustification for avoiding the use of incentives to control
people's behavior,particularlyin a school setting"(p. 3).
These examples are but a small sample of the claims made about the overall
effects of reward. Many university students, educators, and parents have been
exposed to this negativemaineffect assumptionandbase theirown understanding
anduse of rewardson it. Social policy in our schools andotherinstitutionsreflects
these beliefs. Because of this, an analysis of the general effects of reward is
warranted.
In theircritiquesof our meta-analysis,Lepperet al. andRyan andDeci indicate
thatthey and othershave long recognized thatthe negative overall effect hypothesis is incorrect.Nonetheless, numerouswritersinterpretthe researchfindings as
indicativeof an overallnegative effect anddecrythe use of rewardsin educational
and work settings (e.g., see Kohn, 1993). As a result,many parents,teachers,and
others are reluctant to use rewards-any rewards-under any circumstances!
Lepperand his colleagues suggest thatreversingthis incorrectconclusion will be
harmful.They imply thatwe are tryingto propagateour own myth-that rewards
have no negative effects. We do not want to add any more myths to this research
area.So let us be clear in statingthatour researchdemonstratesthatrewardshave
either positive or negative effects depending on the way they are administered.
Importantly,the only negative effect of reward on intrinsic motivation occurs
undera circumscribedset of conditions, namely, when rewardsare tangible and
promised to individualswithout regardto any level of performance.
The Role of Moderator Variables

A majorfocus of our meta-analysiswas to assess the effects of variousmoderator variables. The moderatorswe included (type of reward,rewardexpectancy,
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and rewardcontingency) were chosen because of their theoreticaland practical
importancein the literatureon intrinsicmotivation as well as replicationover a
numberof experiments.Ourresultsindicatethatthe detrimentaleffects of reward
are limited and depend on multiple moderators.All of our critics, Lepperet al.,
Ryan and Deci, and Kohn, are concernedthat we failed to assess the impact of
additionalimportantmoderators.The implicationof their comments is that decremental effects of reward occur under numerous conditions and are far more
widespread than our analysis suggests. Interestingly,however, as we describe
below, an analysis of additionalmoderatorswould, in fact, show the opposite.
Lepperet al. point to studies thatassessed the impactof initial task interestand
rewardsalience on intrinsicmotivation.Othermoderatorvariableshypothesized
to influence intrinsic motivation include reward attractiveness,presence or absence of the experimenter,task difficulty, reward magnitude, and so on. It is
criticalto point out thatthe few studiesdesignedto investigatethe impactof these
moderatorstypicallybegin with the one conditionthatproducesa negative effect.
Furthermore,such moderatorshave been shown to enhance, mitigate, or reverse
the negative effects of expected, tangible, noncontingentreward. For example,
Ross (1975) found that salient rewards make the negative effect of tangible,
expected, noncontingent reward greater. McLoyd (1979), on the other hand,
demonstratedthat individuals offered a noncontingent,tangible reward experienced an increasein intrinsicmotivationwhen the task was less interesting,while
Williams's (1980) research indicated that the negative effects of tangible, expected, noncontingentrewardcould be offset by offering attractiverewards.In
otherwords, the variableswe have not assessed aremoderatorsthathave typically
been added to the conditions that produce the single negative effect of reward
found in our meta-analysis.Thus, an analysis of studies that includedmoderators
that increase the negative effects of expected, tangible, noncontingentreward
would serve to place furtherrestrictionson the circumstancesunder which rewards undermineintrinsic motivation.That is, the negative effect phenomenon
may be even more circumscribedthan our dataindicate, a finding contraryto the
implicationshinted at by our critics.
Presently,however, there is no way to assess the theoreticalor appliedimportance of these moderatorvariables.This is because only one or two studies have
replicatedthe same moderatorprocedureson a common dependentmeasure of
intrinsicmotivation.If the effects of moderatorssuch as rewardsalience, reward
attractiveness,and so on were systematically replicated, a subsequent metaanalysis could be conductedto determinethe conditionsthat moderatethe negative effect on intrinsic motivation of tangible, expected, noncontingentrewards
when they are removed. Of course, such an analysis would simply extend our
findings and show that tangible, expected, noncontingentrewardsproducenegative effects on intrinsic motivation only when other conditions are present. For
example,in termsof rewardattractiveness,Williams's (1980) researchshows that
when tangible,expected, noncontingent,unattractiverewardsare given, intrinsic
motivationdecreases;the same rewardconditionwith attractiverewardsdoes not
producea decrement.Althoughpresenttheoreticalaccounts(e.g., cognitive evaluation theory, the overjustificationhypothesis) may be able to organize such
circumscribedeffects, the theories would become less and less generalizable.In
applied settings, negative effects of rewardon intrinsicmotivationwould depend
42
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on so many conditions that there would be little need for concern.
Both Kohn (1996) and Ryan and Deci (1996) raise the question of moderators
in the context of our finding that verbal praise producespositive effects both on
the free time students spend on tasks and on attitude measures of intrinsic
motivation. Specifically, they claim that verbal praise directed at controlling
studentbehavior has negative effects on intrinsic motivation, whereas informationalpraisedoes not. We did not conductan analysison the control-informational
dimension of verbal rewardbecause these variables appearin only one or two
studies. In addition, most research on this topic has been conducted without
adequateno-feedbackcontrolgroups(e.g., Ryan, 1982). Until a sufficientnumber
of experimentswith control groups are conducted,a meta-analysisof conditions
thathave few replicationswould not be reliableor beneficial to our understanding
of rewardand intrinsicmotivation.We note, however, that althoughthere are so
few studies on this topic, the effects of controlling and informationalverbal
reward were analyzed in a recent meta-analysisby Tang & Hall (1995). They
found no significant effects on either of these dimensions.
In sum, althoughour meta-analysiswas designedto assess the effects of several
moderatorson rewardand intrinsicmotivation,Lepperet al., Ryan and Deci, and
Kohnhave suggestedthatmany additionalimportantmoderatorswere omitted.As
we have shown, an analysis of additionalmoderatorswould not alterour conclusions or change any of the results of our meta-analysis.That is, negative effects
of rewardon intrinsicmotivation are highly conditional and occur solely in the
presence of multiple moderators.In educationalsettings, negative effects can be
avoided by praisingstudentsfor their work and making tangiblerewardscontingent on performance.
Our Findings in Context
Both Ryan and Deci and Lepper et al. argue that our findings contradict
previous narrativereviews and othermeta-analysesof rewardand intrinsicmotivation. Lepperet al. are not consistenton this point, and in a later section of their
critiquethey concede that "otherrecent meta-analyses,. . . as well as numerous
previous narrativereviews, have reachedexactly [our] conclusion"(p. 7). In this
section, we show thatourresultsarein accordwith othersummariesof rewardand
intrinsicmotivationand that our review advancesthe knowledge in this area.We
briefly commenton threeothermeta-analyseson this topic (Rummel& Feinberg,
1988; Tang & Hall, 1995; Wiersma, 1992).
The most recent meta-analysison rewardsand intrinsicmotivation,conducted
by Tang and Hall (1995), was designed to test several theoreticalpropositions
aboutthe overjustificationeffect. Fifty studies were included,largely a subset of
the experimentsexamined in our review. One analysis concerned assessing the
effects of expected, tangible, task-contingent(noncontingent)rewardon the free
time measureof intrinsicmotivation.Tang andHall found a negative effect, as did
we. Also, in accord with our findings, they found no detrimentaleffect with
unexpected,tangible reward.It is difficult to compareour findings on the effects
of verbalrewardon free time with theirstudy,becausetheiranalysisincludedonly
two effect sizes (their result was not significant).
Tang and Hall (1995) reporteda negative effect on the free time measurefor
performance-contingentreward, whereas we found no significant effect. This
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difference in findings is due to Tang and Hall's classification of performancecontingentrewardas well as to their omission of several relevant studies. Of the
seven studies that Tang and Hall analyzed as performancecontingent, six are
actuallytask-contingentrewardprocedures,as defined by Deci and Ryan (1985).
We used Deci and Ryan's definitions and identified 10 studies of performancecontingentreward;overall, therewas no evidence of a negative effect. Additional
measures of intrinsic motivation (e.g., attitudetoward task) that we examined
were not reportedby Tang and Hall.'
The meta-analysesby Wiersma(1992) and Rummeland Feinberg(1988) were
discussed in our originalarticle(Cameron& Pierce, 1994). Wiersmaanalyzed20
studies, and Rummel and Feinberganalyzed45 studies. We cannotcompareour
findings with those of Rummel and Feinberg,because they averagedover different dependentmeasuresof intrinsicmotivation.Ourmeta-analysisshows thatthis
is inappropriate,because the free time and attitudemeasuresdo not necessarily
covary with the same experimentaltreatment.In addition, in both Rummel and
Feinberg's and Wiersma's analyses, many of the effect sizes reportedcame from
studies where one rewardcondition was comparedto anotherrewardcondition.
The lack of a no-rewardgroup makes a comparison of findings problematic.
Wiersmadoes, however, reporteffect size estimates for six experimentson free
time thatcompareda no-rewardconditionto an expected,tangible,noncontingent
rewardcondition. Though we have not conducteda meta-analysison his results,
we computedthe averageof the six independenteffects sizes andfounda negative
effect, a finding compatiblewith our original conclusions.
All in all, ourfindingsfor rewardsthataretangible,expected,andnoncontingent
are consistent with other meta-analyses.Our research,however, went beyond an
analysis of the one negative rewardprocedureand assessed the effects of reward
under a variety of conditions. In terms of other rewardprocedures(e.g., verbal
reward,performance-contingentreward)and other measuresof intrinsicmotivation (e.g., attitudetoward a task), we failed to find any detrimentaleffects on
intrinsicmotivation.That is, our study showed that most rewardprocedurescan
be used to maintain or enhance intrinsic motivation; the negative effect other
reviews have detected is only a small part of a larger picture. Thus, our metaanalysis provides a more complete account of the effects of rewardson intrinsic
motivation.
The Completeness of Our Review

A criticismput forwardby Kohn, as well as by Ryan and Deci, is thatwe failed
to include several critical experimentsin our meta-analysis.The implication is
that had such studies been included, our results would have been different.
Kohn cites a numberof studies that he believes we have overlooked. Most of
these studies were located in our original search and were not included in our
meta-analysisbecause of the lack of an adequateno-rewardcontrolcondition.In
addition,as we reportedin our originalarticle,our meta-analysisincludedstudies
publishedup to and including 1991. The studiesfrom the period 1992-1994 cited
by Kohn (Boggiano et al., 1992; Freedman, Cunningham,& Krismer, 1992;
Gottfried,Fleming, & Gottfried, 1994) were, of course, not included. Of these,
Freedmanet al. variedthe amountof rewardbut had no nonrewardcontrolgroup.
The articleby Boggiano et al. reportedpast researchin orderto develop a theory
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or model of students' achievement patterns.Gottfriedet al. examined parental
motivationalpractices;their studydid not include any of the rewardconditionsor
dependent measures that we analyzed in our meta-analysis. Earlier studies by
Birch, Marlin,and Rotter(1984) and Fabes, Fultz, Eisenberg,May-Plumlee,and
Christopher(1989) concerned food preferencesand prosocial behavior, respectively. Clearly, all these studies are off topic. Other papers that Kohn cites as
missing are, in fact, included in our analyses (a list of all studies is presentedin
Cameron& Pierce, 1994, pp. 399-403).
In contrastto Kohn, Lepper et al. charge us with including too many "bad"
studies. An essential criterionof a reliable meta-analysis,however, is that all the
studies done in a field are examined, independentlyof one's own theoretical
position and the degree to which the results of any particularstudy may be
promising.We have met this criterion.In fact, our meta-analysison the effects of
rewardson intrinsicmotivationis the most comprehensivereview of this literature
to date. The resultsarebased on a large numberof studies,and,to our knowledge,
no relevant published studies were omitted.Due to the large sample of studies
includedin our analyses, any single study that may have been overlookedwould
not alter the conclusions. Overall, our results were based on all the available
evidence, andthe findings arecentralto an understandingof the effects of rewards
on intrinsicmotivation.
Meta-Analytic Issues
In additionto the generalcriticismsdiscussed above, Lepperandhis associates
object to our use of meta-analysis for assessing the research on the effects of
rewardson intrinsicmotivation.In particular,they contend that the distributions
of effect sizes in our articleindicatethatmeta-analytictests should not have been
conducted.In accord with Ryan and Deci (1996) and Kohn (1996), they further
suggest that the statisticalproceduresused in our meta-analysesmust be flawed.
Specifically, they criticizethe techniqueof aggregatingeffect sizes withina single
study when moderatorvariables are present. In this section, we respond to our
critics' meta-analyticand statistical concerns. We show that our analyses are
appropriate,thatthe dataare approximatelynormaland homogeneous,thatinclusion or exclusion of outliers does not alter the results, and that our procedures
yield correctestimates for the effects of rewardson intrinsicmotivationat each
level of analysis.
TheAppropriatenessof Meta-Analysis
There are two main issues that concern Lepperet al. with regardto our use of
meta-analytictechniquesfor assessing the effects of rewardson intrinsicmotivation. First, they suggest that the apparentnormalityof our distributionsfor the
critical measures of intrinsic motivation (free time, attitude)is deceptive. Their
second concernis thatthe dataare not homogeneous(equal spreadof effect sizes)
and that meta-analytictests should thereforenot have been performed.
As Lepper et al. acknowledge (p. 13-14), our distributionsof effect sizes
approximatea normal shape. However, they attributethe normality of these
distributionsto the inclusion of "purezero cases" and randomestimates. They
argue that our inclusion of "purezero cases" in our graphic portrayalof effect
sizes (Cameron& Pierce, 1994, Figures 1 and 2) guaranteesa normaldistribution
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aroundthe value of zero. Pure zero cases refer to studies that did not provide
sufficient informationto calculate effect sizes or randomestimates (4 cases for
free time and 17 cases for attitude).The truthis that we did not include purezero
cases in these figures. This is clearly statedon pages 379 and 384 of our original
article.The normalityof the distributionscenteringaroundzero is not due to pure
zero cases. Thus, Lepperand his associates need not be concerned.
In terms of our use of random estimates of effect sizes, our procedure is
innovativeandmay be more appropriatethanmerely assigninga zero effect to the
experimentor omittingthe study itself. The proceduredependedon the information available in each study. When t or F values were nonsignificantand were
reportedas less than some value (e.g., < 1), a randomnumberbetween 0.01 and
thatvalue was selected; and an effect size was then calculated.In othercases, t or
F values were not available, but means or directionsof means were reported.In
these situations,a randomnumberbetween 0.01 and the criticalvalue of t or F at
p = .05 was drawn,and an effect size was then calculated.(For more information,
see Cameron& Pierce, 1994, p. 376).
With regardto the normalityof our distributions,it is importantto note thatthe
directionof effect for randomestimates was always known. If more studies had
had negativeeffects, the distributionwould have been pulled in thatdirection.The
actual shape of the distributionshows that positive and negative effect sizes
occurredwith similarfrequency.This is based not on our use of randomestimates
but on the actualdirectionof effects reportedin such studies. In otherwords, the
use of randomestimatesin no way biases the resultstowardan averagezero effect
size. The normalityof the distributionscenteringaroundzero is not due to this,
and, again, thereis no need for concern.The point is that the effect size distributions approximateda normal shape, and meta-analytictests could be used with
confidence.
Although Lepperet al. agree that our distributionsare normal,they arguethat
our data are heterogeneous(lacking equal spread)and thereforeinappropriatefor
meta-analysis.Ourdecision to use meta-analyticproceduresinvolved a consideration of several issues. Initially, we were concerned with the normalityof the
distributionof effect sizes. We showed thatthe distributionswere approximately
normaland reportedthe degree of kurtosisand skewness of the free time distribution in the originalarticle(p. 381). Next we consideredthe resultsof the Q test for
homogeneity. It is well known that this test is liberal in the sense that the null
hypothesis (homogeneity) is too often rejected (Hunter, Schmidt, & Jackson,
1982). Because of this problem,we set the critical value of Q fartherout on the
chi-squaredistribution,just below the value at the .01 level (that is, p > .01).
Homogeneitywas achievedby excludingextremeeffect sizes. The exclusion of
outliers is not unusual and is recommendedby Hedges (1987) as a method for
obtainingmore equal spreadof the effect sizes. To assess any biases due to the
removal of outliers, we reportedall analyses with extreme values included and
excluded.In addition,we identifiedthe studieswith extremevalues and discussed
the conditions that may have led to these atypical results. Inspection of our
original article shows that the results do not change to any extent by excluding
outliers.
The validity of our meta-analysisis also increasedby the use of the CL statistic
(McGraw& Wong, 1992). CL is anotherway to express effect size. Importantly,
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McGrawandWong conducted 118 tests (simulations)to show thatthe CL statistic
is robustwith respectto violations of normalityandhomogeneity.Because of this,
we used CL in all our analyses and reportedresults identicalto those of the other
meta-analytictests.
In sum, the distributionof effect sizes for the critical measures of intrinsic
motivation approximateda normal shape. The normality was not due to the
inclusion of "purezero cases" or randomestimates as Lepperand his associates
have suggested. Homogeneityof effect sizes was achieved by excluding outliers.
All results were reportedwith outliers included and excluded; our findings were
not alteredto any extent by the exclusion of outliers.In addition,given our use of
the CL statistic, we are confident that our analyses are appropriateand that the
results are accurateand valid.
Aggregation of Effect Sizes in Meta-Analysis
et
Lepper al., Ryan andDeci, andKohnarecriticalof the methodof aggregating
effect sizes within a study to yield a single estimate for each meta-analytictest.
They contend that such proceduresyield inaccurateestimates of the effects of
rewardon intrinsic motivation. Underlyingthis criticism is the suppositionthat
the effects of importantmoderatorsand interactionswere not detected in our
analyses. Again, the implication of these comments is that negative effects of
rewardare more prevalentthan our results communicate.
In responseto this concern,we first note thataggregationof effect sizes within
a study is a common procedure in meta-analysis that avoids violation of the
assumptionof independence(Cooper, 1989; Hedges & Olkin, 1985). The procedures for aggregationare clearly describedin our original article (pp. 376-377).
It is importantto point out that a serious statisticalviolation occurs when more
than one effect size from an individualexperimentis enteredinto a single metaanalysis.Typically,in such cases, a controlgroupis comparedwith morethanone
experimentaltreatmentwithina study, severaleffect sizes arecalculated,andeach
is entered into a single meta-analytictest. The major problem is that the effect
sizes are not independent (errors among observations are correlated). If the
dependencies in such data were properly accounted for, the error term would
become largerand mean effect sizes would become smaller.Anotherproblemis
that a particularstudy will contributemore weight to the overall meta-analytic
outcome thana studyyielding only one effect size. Othermeta-analyseson reward
and intrinsicmotivationfavoredby Lepperet al. (p. 5) have violated the assumption of independenceby entering several (sometimes over 10) effect sizes from
one study into a single meta-analytictest (e.g., Rummel & Feinberg, 1988; Tang
& Hall, 1995). The implicationis that conclusions based on these meta-analyses
could be incorrect.
The way to achieve independenceand at the same time retaineffect sizes for an
analysis of the impactof variousmoderatorsis to (a) aggregatethem into a single
estimate for an overall analysis of the effects of rewardson intrinsicmotivation
and (b) conductfurtheranalyses of the effects of variousmoderatorvariables.For
factorial designs, the main effect of reward is entered into an analysis of the
overall effects of reward;interactioneffects that have been replicatedin a sufficient numberof experimentsare then analyzed separately.These are the procedures we used in our meta-analyses.As we indicatedpreviously, the moderators
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we analyzed (rewardtype, reward expectancy, and reward contingency) were
chosen because of theirtheoreticaland appliedimportanceas well as replication.
Lepper et al. are concerned that aggregation of the moderators(ratherthan
separateanalyses) yields inaccurateestimatesof the effects of rewardon intrinsic
motivation(p. 11-13). As mentionedearlier,the moderatorsnot assessed in our
analyses (e.g., presence of experimenter,rewardattractiveness,salience, distraction, etc.) have appearedin only one or two studies, and in these studiesthey have
been addedto the tangible,expected,noncontingentrewardconditionto decrease,
mitigate, or increasethe negative effect. In termsof such studies, it is possible to
obtainan unbiasedestimateof the effect size of tangible,expected,noncontingent
reward.Whenthe resultsarepooled acrossall studies,the effects of any additional
moderatorsare averaged out. That is, although any one of these manipulations
may push intrinsicinterestup (e.g., rewardattractiveness)or down (e.g., surveillance, rewardsalience) in a given study, their effects are expected to cancel out
acrossmanystudies.In otherwords,the best estimateof the effect size of tangible,
expected, noncontingentreward when additionalmoderatorsare present is the
average of all the comparisons of the rewardedconditions with nonrewarded
control groups.
Of course, additionalmeta-analysescould be conductedon the effects of these
moderatorsif they were sufficiently replicated. As we pointed out, however,
because they are added to the one reward procedurethat produces a reliable
negative effect, the results would show that decrementaleffects of reward on
intrinsicmotivationdependon even stricterconditionsthanour analysisindicates.
This is demonstratedin Lepper et al.'s analysis of three factorial experiments
(Calder & Staw, 1975; Loveland & Olley, 1979; McLoyd, 1979) that crossed
initial task interest(high, low) with reward(reward,no reward).Lepperet al. (p.
10) show that in these three studies, rewarding activities with high intrinsic
interestyields a large negative effect size. In contrast,rewardinga task with low
initial interestproducesa positive effect size. In each of these studies, the reward
procedure involved tangible, expected, noncontingent (or task-contingent)rewards-the one procedurethatproducesa negativeeffect on the free time measure
of intrinsicmotivation.
Thus, if Lepper et al.'s analysis is reliable, the results indicate that tangible,
expected, noncontingent rewards are harmful only when delivered for more
interestingtasks. It is worth mentioninghere, however, that a study excluded in
Lepper et al.'s analysis (Mynatt et al., 1978) also crossed task interest with
tangible,expected, noncontingentrewardbut found positive effects of rewardfor
both low- andhigh-interesttasks. Given thatthereare so few studiesof the interest
variable,the results from this one study could substantiallyalter Lepper et al.'s
conclusions about the importance of level of task interest when rewards are
tangible, expected, and noncontingent.
In summary,the proceduresused in our meta-analysisyield correctestimates
for the effects of reward on intrinsic motivation at each level of analysis. Our
critics have implied thatanalysesof additionalmoderatorsand interactionswould
yield more general negative effects of rewardon intrinsicmotivation.However,
as we have shown, furtheranalyses would actuallyreveal that positive effects of
rewardare more generaland thatdecrementaleffects of rewardoccur undereven
more restrictedcircumstancesthan our results indicate.
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Conclusion
A prominentview in educationand social psychology is that rewardsdecrease
a person's intrinsicmotivation.Ourmeta-analysisof 20 yearsof researchsuggests
that this view is incorrect.The findings from approximately100 studies indicate
that rewardscan be used effectively to enhance or maintainintrinsic interest in
activities. The only negative effect of rewardoccurs undera highly specific set of
conditions, circumstancesthat are easily avoided. Not surprisingly,these results
have not been well received by those who argue that rewardsproduce negative
effects on intrinsicmotivationundera wide range of conditions.
In responseto the findings,Lepper,Keavney,andDrake(1996), Ryan andDeci
(1996), and Kohn (1996) have suggested that the questions asked in our metaanalysis were inappropriate,that critical studies were excluded, that important
negative effects were not detected, and that the techniques used in our metaanalysiswere unsuitable.In this response,we have shown thatthe questionsasked
are fundamentalto an understandingof the relationshipbetween rewards and
intrinsicmotivationand thatour meta-analytictechniquesare appropriate,robust,
and statistically correct. Our meta-analysisincludes all relevant studies on the
topic, and the results clearly show that negative effects of rewardsoccur under
limited conditions. All told, the results and conclusions of our meta-analysisare
not alteredby our critics' protests and accusations.
Our findings have importantpractical implications. In applied settings, the
results indicate that verbalrewards(praiseand positive feedback) can be used to
enhanceintrinsicmotivation.When tangiblerewards(e.g., gold stars,money) are
offered contingent on performance on a task or are delivered unexpectedly,
intrinsic motivation is maintained. A slight negative effect of reward can be
expected when tangible rewards are offered without regard to level of performance. Underthis condition,when the rewardsare withdrawn,individualsreport
as much interest in the activity as those in a nonrewardedgroup, but they may
spend slightly less time on it in a free period.2This negative effect can be
preventedby rewardingpeople for completing work, solving problems successfully, or attaininga specified level of performance.In otherwords,rewardscan be
used effectively in educationaland other applied settings without undermining
intrinsicmotivation.
Notes
'TangandHall (1995) reportedeffect sizes for questionnairemeasuresof intrinsic
motivation.The studiesthey analyzedused questionnaireitems to index attributions
of causality;moralobligation;attitudetowardthe task;perceptionsof luck, ability,
effort,anddifficulty;feelings of competence;negativeaffect;self-esteem;andso on.
Tang and Hall combinedthe effect sizes of all these measuresand reportedmetaanalysesbasedon thiscompositeindex.Theydidnotexamineattitudetowardthe task
separately,as we did. Thus,we cannotcompareourfindingson the attitudemeasure
of intrinsicmotivation.
2Itmay be informativeto considerhow seriousthe negativeeffect of expected,
tangible,noncontingentrewardon free time really is. How much less time would
studentsspendon academicsubjectsif a teacherimplementedthis rewardprocedure
andthenremovedit? Resultsfromourmeta-analysisindicatethatthe averageeffect
size fora comparisonbetweenpeoplewhoreceiveanexpected,tangible,noncontingent
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reward and nonrewardedindividuals on time on task following withdrawal of reward
is -0.26.
In the original experiments, time on task was typically measured over an 8-minute
period. In order to convert the effect size of -0.26 to real time, one needs to know the
pooled standard deviation of rewarded and nonrewarded groups. Because many researchers reported only t or F statistics, we will use a well-designed study by Pretty
and Seligman (1984) to estimate a pooled standarddeviation. Their study reportedtwo
experiments with large sample sizes and readily available statistical information. Both
experiments compared a condition of expected, tangible, noncontingent reward (N =
30) with a nonrewardedcontrol group (N = 30) on 8 minutes of free time. The pooled
standarddeviation was 2.6 minutes.
Using this estimate of error,we are able to convert the negative effect size from the
meta-analysis into real time. An effect size of -0.26 would mean that in an 8-minute
period, the average individual who is promised a noncontingent, tangible reward will
spend about 41 seconds less time on the task when the reward procedure is withdrawn
than the average nonrewarded individual. Given this result, what would happen if a
teacher implemented this incentive procedure in a reading program and then removed
it? According to the estimate, students who are offered gold stars for reading would
spend about 3 minutes, 25 seconds less time reading in a 40-minute free-choice period
than students not given the incentive. Of course, this is a hypothetical example, but it
does illustrate the magnitude of this negative effect size in terms of real time.
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